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We are at an important moment of acknowledgment of the role that buildings play in greenhouse gas emissions
and cities, states, and municipalities are setting various decarbonization goals over the coming decades. Local
business professionals in the Architectural, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) industry have taken an
important and a leading role in driving city and statewide initiatives to address the reduction of embodied
carbon in building materials in addition to emissions from building operations. They have faced a number of
challenges due to the diverse characteristics of different materials and manufacturers, and the lack of a
transparent, comprehensive, well-regulated database across supply chains. However, this has not prevented
these individuals from developing collective action within their organizations to set internal codes and standards,
improve Lifecycle Cost Analysis (LCA) software and Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) knowledge, and
raise awareness of intentional material selection, design, and construction to decrease upfront emissions.

Over the past several years, the understanding of embodied carbon and its impacts have resonated with those
outside of the AEC profession, and it is now clear that we cannot reduce global embodied carbon emissions, 10%
of which come from the manufacturing of building construction materials, without collective action from many
business sectors - including support from corporate sustainability executives that influence the targets and
actions of many leading companies with large building portfolios in and outside of Los Angeles.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1

Why USGBC-LA Cares

USGBC-LA recognizes the unprecedented opportunity to reduce embodied carbon emissions, specifically Scope
3 emissions generated upfront in the product and construction phases (A1-A5) of the whole building life cycle
including manufacturing (A3) and construction (A5). With the increasing number of corporate net zero
commitments and awareness around the critical role buildings and building materials play in contributing to
often more than 40% of greenhouse gas emissions, we hope that this paper will help your company or
organization implement an embodied carbon reduction strategy. Simply bringing an informed and intentional
approach to materials selection can have an immediate and significant impact on reducing your carbon
footprint. There is a pressing need to increase engagement on this issue as well as expand education on low-
carbon material manufacturers, sustainable material procurement, efficient design methods, and net-zero
construction practices. 

http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA
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INTRODUCTION TO EMBODIED CARBON

What is Embodied Carbon?

The total greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) associated with buildings can be categorized into two components:
operational and embodied carbon. As its name implies, operational carbon consists of the emissions
associated with energy used to operate a building, while its counterpart, “embodied carbon,” is understood as
the emissions associated with materials and construction processes over the whole life cycle of a building. It is
a comprehensive metric that assesses the global warming potential (GWP) in carbon dioxide equivalents
(CO2e) of a product, system, or building (see Figure 1). For buildings, it includes but is not limited to emissions
generated from the manufacturing, construction, operation, maintenance, and repair of structures, and
eventually the demolition or recovery of building materials. 

Figure 1. Lifecycle stages of a building, product, or material.

Source: World GBC 
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INTRODUCTION TO EMBODIED CARBON

What is Embodied Carbon?

In 2019, the buildings sector accounted for 38% of global CO2
emissions: 10% from the embodied carbon associated with
building construction and 28% from the embodied carbon
associated with building operations and power generation.  While
approximately 30% of the United States’ total emissions are
generated by buildings, in Los Angeles that figure rises to 43%
including both operational and embodied carbon.  This figure is
significantly larger than the average nationwide contribution of
buildings to their city’s emissions, as well as California’s statewide
average of 25%, highlighting the need for Los Angeles
manufacturers, architects, and owners to develop a cohesive plan
to reduce building emissions over the next decade.

Upfront Carbon Explained

While embodied carbon is generated during nearly every stage of a
building’s life, the bulk is released during upfront activities from the product
stage through construction.  Raw material sourcing, transport, and
manufacturing can account for 50% of the emissions of a product or material
before the construction process even begins.  In fact, the World Green
Building Council has indicated that upfront carbon will eventually use up a
significant portion of our global carbon budget, making up half of the total
emissions of new construction by 2050.  While implementing energy
efficiency initiatives and shifting to renewable sources of energy will
intrinsically lower operational carbon emissions, it is still critically essential to
reduce the embodied carbon of new construction in order to meet the
emissions reduction targets of the future. In California, where strict energy
codes are already accelerating reductions of operational carbon, reducing
embodied carbon emissions will be even more impactful.

Proportion of GHG Emissions 
Attributable to the Building Sector, by Region
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Understanding Embodied Carbon Terminology

An embodied carbon reduction strategy begins with understanding the language and methods used to
measure emissions. A life-cycle assessment (LCA) is the process that quantifies these emissions to assess
environmental impact. The GWP of specific materials is documented in environmental product declarations
(EPDs) which are like “nutrition labels” that are created independently to verify the environmental impact of a
product based on information provided by manufacturers.  To evaluate entire projects, a whole-building life-
cycle assessment (WBLCA) can be performed to meet the requirements of third-party certification systems
and develop integrated embodied carbon reduction tactics.  The upfront embodied carbon released during
manufacturing and construction are considered Scope 3 emissions and can be accounted for using corporate
sustainability reporting standards.

4

INTRODUCTION TO EMBODIED CARBON

LCAs can be performed at two different levels: the
product and building level. This distinction also
applied to procurement policies that regulate
embodied carbon: 

Product-level (or material-level) LCA: These set GWP
disclosure requirements for individual building
materials by using third-party verified Environmental
Product Declarations (EPDs). EPDs are created by LCA
practitioners and product manufacturers.

Building-level LCA: These set overall embodied
carbon reduction targets that consider all of the
construction materials in a project using a whole-
building life-cycle assessment (WBLCA) approach.

Source: One Click LCA
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INTRODUCTION TO EMBODIED CARBON

City, State, and International Goals
Commitments to reducing embodied carbon are being made on all scales, from the local to the international. 
Below is a summary of the objectives and deadlines surrounding decarbonization set by the World Green
Building Council, the State of California, and the City of Los Angeles.

Who Commitment Percent Reduction Year

World Green
Building Council

All new buildings, infrastructure, and renovations will use
significantly less upfront embodied carbon and reduce total
embodied carbon.
 
New buildings, infrastructure and renovations will have net
zero embodied carbon, and all buildings, including existing
buildings, must be net zero operational carbon.

40% reduction by
 
 

100% reduction by

 
2030

 
 

2050
 

State of
California

Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment:
Existing buildings reduce their energy consumption and
eliminate emissions from energy and refrigerants removing
fossil fuel use as fast as practicable.
 
New developments and major renovations are built to be
highly efficient, powered by renewables, with a maximum
reduction in embodied carbon and compensation of all
residual upfront emissions.
 

Not Specified 2030

City of Los
Angeles

C40 Clean Construction Targets:
All new buildings, major retrofits, and infrastructure projects
will reduce embodied emissions while also requiring zero
emission construction machinery in municipal projects by
2025.

50% reduction by 2030

 Commitments to Reducing Embodied Carbon

http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA
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EMBODIED CARBON POLICIES AND INITIATIVES

Public procurement policies can create market
demand for low-carbon building materials and
products.
Building codes can directly regulate private
development, but developing standards for this
approach is challenging due to a lack of available
quantitative building-level data.

Embodied Carbon Policies

When it comes to reducing embodied carbon, outcomes
are almost always the result of collaborative efforts
between policymakers, professionals in the industry, and
the greater community. Policies can help drive down
embodied carbon emissions generated through the
construction process. Types of policies can range from
procurement policies (often known as “Buy Clean” after
California’s 2017 legislation) to building codes, city
planning and building ordinances, and Climate Action
Plans (CAPs).

C40’s Clean Construction Policy Explorer tracks policies
and strategies across cities worldwide classified
according to the Carbon Neutral Cities Alliance (CNCA)
while an interactive map from the Carbon Leadership
Forum shows policies at the local, state, and federal level.

To explore more local, state, national, and international
policies that influence embodied carbon, please see a
comprehensive chart located in Appendix A.

The Carbon Leadership Forum (CLF) at the
University of Washington in Seattle leads research
activities and fosters cross-collaboration between
building decarbonization practitioners with a focus
on reducing embodied carbon in the built
environment. They undertook the 2017 Embodied
Carbon Benchmark Study which compiled the
largest known database of embodied carbon and
will release a second version in September 2022
featuring a harmonized dataset of WBLCA models.
The CLF also has regional hubs in the US and
globally, including Los Angeles and San Francisco.

The Owners Carbon Action Network (ownersCAN),
an initiative of Building Transparency, is a group of
developers, users, and building managers
committed to reducing the embodied carbon of
their projects and has released a draft version of an
Embodied Carbon Action Plan (ECAP) to accelerate
decarbonization.

Key Initiatives and Organizations

There are a number of organizations researching and
providing guidance on embodied carbon reduction
policy and implementation strategies.

See Appendix B for an extended list of organizations
and initiatives that are currently targeting embodied
carbon. 
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EMBODIED CARBON REDUCTION STRATEGIES

FOR OWNERS AND EXECUTIVES

Stakeholders such as investors, developers, and public or private building owners now have the opportunity to
prioritize carbon early in a project, which can reduce costs and set clear project requirements to encourage
greater market understanding of low-carbon material impacts

Drawing on resources from the CLF’s                            and                                  ,        , and the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development, here are several embodied carbon reduction strategies project owners and
corporate sustainability executives can implement in collaboration with design teams, architects, and builders
when initiating and planning new construction.

7

Create a consistent carbon policy at the portfolio level and use LCA calculations to create an embodied
carbon budget for each new project.

Instead of building new, consider adaptive reuse and retrofits of existing buildings.

Incentivize project teams to use efficient design practices to minimize the quantity of high-impact building
materials while prioritizing low-carbon alternatives and encouraging low-carbon procurement. 

Select products and materials from suppliers that have taken steps to improve their operations and supply
chains. This increases the demand for clean manufacturing practices. 

Provide incentives for contractors and subcontractors (e.g. via holistic bidding) to identify additional
embodied carbon reduction opportunities. 

Owner Toolkit Architect’s Toolkit RMI
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https://www.wbcsd.org/contentwbc/download/12455/185688/1
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/download/16337/
http://www.rmi.org/insight/reducing-embodied-carbon-in-buildings
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EMBODIED CARBON REDUCTION STRATEGIES

FOR OWNERS AND EXECUTIVES

Organization-level targets can be set and measured by using GHG accounting standards such as the GHG
Protocol,                                                 , and                                                                                    as well as by explicitly
targeting embodied carbon reduction through the Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Standard or 

Project-level targets can set a carbon intensity limit measured in terms of unit of building area or a
percent reduction goal for the entire project through a WBLCA-based approach.
Material-level targets can also be measured by carbon intensity or percent reduction goal, but these
should be tracked using product-specific EPDs.

Owners should fully understand embodied carbon accounting in each stage of the construction process and
to work with sustainability consultants to set ambitious targets for maximum carbon savings.  The CLF
describes net zero targets at the organization, project, and material level.

       Zero Carbon Certification.

LEED, WELL, Living Building Challenge (ILFI), Austin Energy Green Building (AEGB), National Green Building
Standard (NGBS), Green Globes, etc. 

Green building certification systems help cultivate demand by requiring product Life Cycle Assessments (LCA)
and Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) regarding the embodied carbon of materials.
Some green building certification systems that consider embodied carbon include:

By ensuring that design teams prioritize embodied carbon reduction from predesign and site selection
onward in the development process, corporate sustainability executives can ensure that new construction
boosts portfolio ESG performance where GHG emissions are reflected. 

Green Building Certification Systems 

15
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Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
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PART I: MEASURING EMBODIED CARBON

In order to understand the impacts of initiatives and policies on reducing embodied carbon, it is imperative
to properly measure emissions at each level of construction. From the basic product level to the building
level, a comprehensive understanding of the tools available to measure emissions will provide a clear
picture of the embodied carbon of a project, as well as whether efforts to reduce it are effective. These tools
include whole-building life cycle assessments, environmental product declarations, and various digital
technologies detailed in this section. 

Single-company, product-specific EPDs for one product from a single manufacturer; 
Project and product-specific EPDs; 
Group EPDs that include similar products made by the same manufacturer; and
Sector or Industry Average EPDs declare the average product of multiple companies based on sector,
geography, and industry.

Product-level: Environmental Product Declarations
Disclosure Process (EPDs)

Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) are third-party reports measuring and verifying the emissions
associated with manufacturing a product. They usually help developers with product comparisons and
supply chain-specific product data tracking. Overall, they provide design professionals with a better
understanding of how their projects affect the environment and improve decarbonization and sustainability
efforts.

According to the International EPD System, there are several types of EPDs: 

Hierarchy of considerations for minimizing embodied carbon in building design.

Source: U.S. Glass Mag
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MEASURING EMBODIED CARBON

Product-level: Environmental Product Declarations
Buy Clean Procurement Policies

Buy Clean policies incorporate purchasing requirements and regulate the provision of material EPDs for public
projects. According to multiple reports, public projects contributed to 32% of the embodied carbon from
construction and consumed 46% of the cement used domestically in the US between 2008-2018.  Buy Clean
policies should be of interest to all corporate sustainability executives because, while the policies themselves
only affect public projects, they serve as specific, actionable guidance for reducing material emissions and will
eventually become universally adopted.

City, state, and federal agencies can all implement Buy Clean initiatives with different policy scopes. 

Passed in 2017, the Buy Clean CA Act creates emission limits for a multitude of materials used in public works
projects by requiring material emissions to stay below maximum acceptable GWP limits.   Colorado has
adopted a Buy Clean policy similar to California, while Washington, Oregon, and Minnesota have passed sector-
specific pilot programs and initiatives. The City of Portland established the Low Carbon Concrete Initiative to
stimulate activities that progress towards a comprehensive Buy Clean construction industry by developing
product-specific EPDs for concrete mixed-use on city projects, conducting pilots, and defining GWP thresholds.   
Without global or even national leadership on EPDs, cities, and states have had to take the lead in policy
changes.

Despite its progress, Buy Clean California has limitations and challenges that are yet to be addressed. The
California Department of General Services (DGS) and the California Air Resources Board (CARB) are working
together to expand the currently limited list of materials with GWPs based on the local policy and current data.
For example, concrete is an indispensable construction material, yet its maximum acceptable GWP standard is
excluded from Buy Clean California. 
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Building-level: Whole Building Life Cycle Assessment
WBLCA Process
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MEASURING EMBODIED CARBON

 

While a product-level LCA provides a snapshot of embodied
carbon, WBLCA incorporates performance-based analyses
of emissions. WBLCAs begin by defining the goals and scope
of the assessment, followed by an inventory of the materials
included. Then, the impact of each component is assessed
and multiplied by its quantity as determined in the inventory
stage. The interpretation of the analysis results depends on
the context of the goals and scope, however, utilizing
standard benchmarks like EPDs and those published by the
CLF is generally a useful way to compare the variations in
embodied carbon between different products of the same
category. Often, a WBLCA will reveal that up to 80% of the
embodied carbon of a building is from the building’s
structure and substructure.   For example, buildings that use
steel and concrete will have an up-front embodied carbon
footprint closer to 80% than those that use mass timber.
More research on the embodied carbon emissions related to
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems will be
necessary to effectively implement WBLCA across the U.S.

22

Source: Center for Architecture & Design

To understand the full scope of a building’s embodied carbon impact and thus
its GWP, a Whole Building Life Cycle Assessment (WBLCA) should be used
throughout the construction process. 
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MEASURING EMBODIED CARBON

Building-level: Whole Building Life Cycle Assessment
Baselines

Currently, there is not sufficient information necessary to support the requirement of WBLCAs in building codes.
WBLCA baselines vary by the project team, project type, and region, making it difficult to compare one project
to another.   To codify this type of approach, policymakers and code officials need to develop the requirements
for a common baseline and rigorous guidelines for WBLCA modeling. Until there is more public data available,
companies should develop an internal baseline after benchmarking their own portfolios.  

WBLCAs are useful in optimizing design, material selection, and best use of existing sites. Because they allow for
comparison of the lifecycle impacts of a variety of construction decisions (e.g., retrofit versus new high-density
construction), these assessments are powerful tools when considering not only embodied carbon but also
operational impacts.   CLF is working to address this as they are preparing to launch their Carbon Avoided:
Retrofit Estimator (CARE) tool which helps architects compare a retrofit to a new building.

Source: KT Innovations
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Software and Tools
EPDs

Today, multiple tools and software systems
facilitate EPD reports during the design and
construction process. These tools help quickly
educate designers, contractors, and manufacturers
about material decarbonization, bridge the
knowledge gap between them and environmental
specialists, and equip them to act as professional
consultants or advisors for projects in both public
and private sectors. Moreover, some provide open
databases to share product or project information
for reference, which build up numerous integrated
design communities for professionals to learn,
communicate, and interact, letting knowledge and
ideas spread. 
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Transparency Catalog is a search platform for material by product, manufacturer, or Construction
Specifications Institute (CSI)'s MasterFormat division, providing insights about the environmental and human
health impacts created over the product’s lifecycle and encouraging the use of greener and healthier
products.   This catalog can be of use to architects and LEED projects teams to backfill EPDs that subcontractors
are not aware of.

Mindful MATERIALS is also a platform for the building industry to optimize material selection.  Their Common
Material Framework (CMF) is a centrally-managed, industry-led resource hoping to lead their community to
products that are transparently disclosed and holistically optimized for sustainability.   A digital filter of CMF, the
Mindful MATERIALS Product Portal will be established in Fall 2022 to better enable users to select material with
proper EPDs. 

Source: One Click LCA
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Software and Tools
EPDs

The construction materials market is working towards advancing its capacity to quantify the embodied carbon of
construction products accurately. Building Transparency Embodied Carbon in Construction Calculator (EC3) was
developed by Carbon Leadership Forum (CLF), Skanska, and Microsoft. EC3 is the main repository for EPDs in the U.S.
and one of the most well-known and extensive EPD databases. It is also a software tool that:

14

MEASURING EMBODIED CARBON

has major categories which
include industry-average, facility-
specific, and product-specific
EPDs;
returns all material EPDs that meet
the user's search criteria to
compare and choose, especially
those from local suppliers;
accepts building BIM models,
creates and compares the
project's embodied carbon
estimate with the target, and
generates visualizations;
exports digital EPDs, and displays
the documented EC3
methodology to enable an open
view and better understanding of
different projects; 
factors in the location of a
product's manufacturer; and
allows verifying and auditing
manually to ensure accuracy.Source: Carbon Cure
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Material Selection

Efficient design practices include minimizing the use of high-impact
building materials (e.g. steel and concrete) and using integrated design
processes throughout design and system selection that consider the
whole building life cycle. By designing for circularity, setting material
baselines and targets, adopting embodied carbon procurement policies,
and purchasing low-carbon or recycled materials and products,
investors, developers, and public and private building owners and
tenants can decarbonize supply chains.

Global material use is expected to double by 2060, resulting in an
increase in GHG emissions.  Building materials currently compose 25% of
landfills, excluding construction materials used for alternative daily cover,
highlighting the need for material rescue and reuse of construction
waste.   Many materials, such as steel and concrete, are recyclable and
could be of value if properly recovered. By prioritizing the quality of
material produced, we not only prolong a building’s lifetime and reduce
virgin material costs and emissions, but also increase the value of
“waste” materials, and extend their life through reuse and recycling.
Paying attention to the key factors responsible for upfront carbon
emissions can drastically reduce a building’s GWP, and using sustainable
alternatives to high carbon materials can decrease the carbon emissions
embodied in a building, while simultaneously being a valuable
investment for executives. 
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PART II: REDUCING EMBODIED CARBON

Reducing embodied carbon is made possible during decisions made throughout construction. Specifically,
sustainable alternatives to traditional raw materials can be selected and sourced locally when possible to reduce
the impact of transportation on embodied carbon and constructed utilizing electric construction equipment and
transportation technologies when available. Understanding the impacts of decisions made at each of these
stages will enable companies to not only reduce their carbon footprint, but to reap financial benefits associated
with reductions in waste, increased operational performance, and incentives provided by the government. 

Relative contribution to an average product’s
cradle-to-gate global warming potential (GWP)
for concrete, steel, and engineered wood
products based on industry-average and
product-specific data. Completed in June 2021 by
Mikaela DeRousseau at Building Transparency.

Source: Carbon Leadership Forum 
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In 2020, The Global Cement & Concrete Association launched the                                             initiative which
aims to deliver carbon-neutral concrete by 2050. This initiative involves forty of the world’s leading cement
and concrete companies.
In July 2022, Climate Group partnered with World GBC and WBCSD to form ConcreteZero. This initiative has a
goal of 100% net zero concrete by 2050 and is a public commitment from seventeen influential businesses.
Climate Group SteelZero is a global initiative that consists of twenty-five organizations, covering
construction and renewable energy sectors, who are committed to leveraging their purchasing power to
procure 100% net zero steel by 2050.

Product Stage: A1-A3 (Raw Material Supply, Transport, Manufacturing) - Cradle-to-Gate
High Impact Materials: Manufacturing & Procurement

In the green building sector, material manufacturers play an essential role in the reduction of carbon emissions.
While there are pre-existing strategies to reduce emissions in building materials, such as recycling and
sustainable material sourcing, these methods are limited in their potential scale and effectiveness.

REDUCING EMBODIED CARBON

The Carbon Leadership Forum’s (CLF) Material Baselines can help building owners, designers, and developers set targets
to lower embodied carbon emissions: achievable (low), typical (median), and baseline (high). Baselines give a rough
order of embodied carbon impacts and cover over thirty product types integrated into the Embodied Carbon in
Construction Calculator (EC3) tool. By focusing on procurement strategies for materials with the highest impact, project
teams can achieve a 30% or higher reduction in emissions.

Source: RMI
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Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
High Impact Materials: Manufacturing & Procurement

With the rapid increase of global development and the emergence of new infrastructure, demand will increase
for two materials: steel and concrete. Urban areas are expanding at a significant rate, as new buildings are
expected to increase over the next 40 years by 2 trillion square feet globally – equivalent to building one New
York City a month until 2060.  Subsequently, global demand is projected to increase by 12-23% for cement
consumption, and 30% for steel production by 2050.  Steel and concrete are the largest sources of greenhouse
gas emissions due to their heat-intensive manufacturing processes and extensive application as structural
materials. They are responsible for more than 11% of global emissions associated with building materials and
represent 40-50% of embodied carbon in buildings. 

A building’s foundation and substructure depend on these ‘load-bearing elements’ whose manufacture
ultimately emits large amounts of carbon dioxide. Manufacturers of high-impact materials, such as steel and
concrete, need support universally across the green building sector, especially from those involved in finance,
policy, and market demand. 

Technological developments present opportunities to reduce emissions associated with cement and concrete.
These include carbon capture and sequestration, low-cost and low-emission substitute materials,
advancements in recycling end-of-life concrete, and the development of processes and materials that
ultimately consume more CO2 than they generate, enabling emissions-negative production. 
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Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
Concrete & Cement
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Raw Materials
Cement - limestone, clinker
Aggregates - sand, gravel,
crushed stone

Manufacturing
Concrete is the primary contributor
to embodied carbon in buildings
because it contains cement.
Although the amount of cement in
concrete is low (15%), it is
responsible for 80% of concrete’s
carbon emissions.   The two
materials are often thought of as
synonymous, but their
manufacturing processes are
separate, so reducing the
embodied carbon of cement will
also significantly reduce the
embodied carbon and air quality
impacts of using concrete in
construction.
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Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
Concrete & Cement

Just eight cement plants in California create 2% of the state’s total carbon emissions. Of the emissions from
these plants, 40% come from fossil fuel and electricity consumption, while the remaining 60% are process
emissions.   In total, 95% of the emissions from cement production are due to the fuel-intensive conversion of
limestone (cement’s primary raw material) to clinker (an intermediary product) which not only requires high
temperatures difficult to generate with renewable energy sources but also releases CO2 directly into the
atmosphere.   The CARB Pollution Mapping Tool is a database of GHG emissions and criteria pollutants by heavy
emitting facilities in California. 

CARB Pollution Mapping Tool
Filters       Los Angeles County

Sort       Highest GHG emissions
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Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
Concrete & Cement

REDUCING EMBODIED CARBON

CarbonCure builds technology that integrates with existing concrete production operations, including in
Southern California, to inject captured CO2 directly into the mix, creating a stronger material that requires
less cement to produce. There are currently four locations in the greater LA area and many more in
Northern CA.
Based in Los Angeles, CarbonBuilt captures carbon from industrial sources to embed in concrete during the
curing process, and Brimstone Energy is working on making low-cost, carbon-negative cement.
In Northern California, Blue Planet Systems sequesters captured waste CO2 in synthetic limestone
aggregate to use in concrete production. The Martin Marietta, Inc. cement plant in Redding, CA is partnering
on a pilot project with Fortera, a company that converts CO2 gas to a mineral that can be used to make
cement.
Based in Switzerland, LC3 introduced 30% calcined clay into their cement mix and cut emissions by up to
40% due to the reduced manufacturing energy required.

As the need for new construction increases alongside the need to decarbonize the sector, project teams can
source cement locally in California to cut down on embodied carbon emissions attributed to transportation.  In
addition, concrete suppliers are not only focusing on embodied carbon, but are also starting to pay attention
to sustainable sourcing. For example, in 2018, five CEMEX concrete plants in the state earned their Responsible
Sourcing Certification from the Concrete Sustainability Council (CSC), making them the first facilities in the
country to receive this certification.

Despite inherent challenges in decarbonizing the concrete industry, designers are encouraging performance-
based specifications to facilitate the creation of low-carbon concrete. This approach gives concrete suppliers
the freedom to utilize extended test ages, lower-carbon cementitious materials, and recycled CO2 injected into
the concrete mixture which in turn reduces cement and the overall carbon footprint.  
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reducing materials by increasing efficiency in design;
sourcing steel with higher recycled content; and
prioritizing steel manufactured using renewable energy.

Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
Steel

Manufacturing
Steel is the second largest contributor to embodied carbon in construction. The industry accounts for 29% of all
GHG emissions in the U.S., and the construction industry consumes 44% of the steel produced in the country.

Reducing embodied carbon associated with steel production involves: 

Steel’s embodied carbon results from the energy required for steel product manufacturing. Integrated mills rely
on the carbon-intensive reduction of iron ore in a blast furnace to produce virgin steel with low recycled content,
but high embodied carbon.  Steel produced in electric arc furnace (EAF) minimills is made with a higher
proportion of recycled content which lowers embodied carbon. 

In circumstances where steel with high recycled content cannot feasibly be used, efficient design practices can
reduce the quantity of steel used and ultimately the embodied carbon.  Over time, the U.S. has shifted from
producing steel using integrated mills to using minimills, leading to significant carbon emissions reductions.
While EAFs are the predominant production method in the U.S., the impact of their emissions depends on the
energy sources used to power production. Sourcing steel manufactured domestically using cleaner electricity
while specifying production in ENERGY STAR-certified factories can reduce carbon emissions while increasing
efficiency.

One innovative solution for decarbonizing steel production is from Boston Metal which uses molten oxide
electrolysis (MOE) to produce low-carbon steel. ArcelorMittal is also working on low-carbon projects such as
Carbalyst which captures waste gases from the steelmaking process to create sustainable ethanol.
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Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
Timber

Despite steel and concrete’s prevalence in construction, wood has
gained popularity for its low carbon footprint and use in innovative
design strategies. In order to obtain these benefits, executives can learn
how mass timber is sourced sustainably and how they can incorporate it
into their projects.

Mass timber is carbon negative when accounting for its biogenic carbon,
which is the carbon emitted from and sequestered in organic materials,
like trees and plants. Not all wood sourcing reaps equal benefits for
reducing overall lifecycle emissions, depending on factors such as
forestry management practices. In general, however, substituting
carbon-intensive building materials like concrete and steel with wood
that also sequesters biogenic carbon can measurably reduce the
embodied carbon of construction. 

Forestry Standards

Certification standards can be complex and varied.   BuildingGreen
breaks down some key differences between Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) and Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) standards. In addition, the
LEED v4.1 Legal Wood pilot credit outlines a strategy to incorporate
responsibly sourced materials and wood products into projects.
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What do you value?
Cost savings
Speed of construction
Carbon benefits
Aesthetics
Material waste reduction

How can design incorporate mass timber
to reduce embodied carbon in a building?
What standard does the project need to
achieve?
Is sourcing locally the best option? 

Pay attention to state regulations

CLF Wood & Forestry Resource Library
Smart Wood Procurement & other
Forestry resources
Building Green Analysis on Mass Timber
New CA Building Codes Allow Mass
Timber Buildings

Product Stage: Cradle-to-Gate
Timber

In order to purchase sustainable mass
timber that is appropriate for the client and
project, consider the following: 

Other Forestry Resources:
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1 De Haro, San Francisco
CA's first multi-story full mass timber building.
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Mass Timber Case Study

In San Francisco, CA, SKS Investments, Perkins & Will / Pfau
Long, DCI Engineers, and Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction
joined together to create a building using mass timber with
a low embodied carbon footprint. The benefits of using
mass timber reduced the need for concrete and rebar. In
order to meet weight restrictions, the group decided to use
Cross Laminated Timber (CLT), a giant plywood panel
made by gluing together multiple pieces of wood as 2x4s.
Because CLT structures are pre-fabricated and coordinated
beforehand, they are extremely precise and seamless to
construct. Notably, the project became the first CLT building
in the City of San Francisco and the first multi-story mass
timber building in California. It had a 52% reduction in
carbon impact, an estimated 2400 metric tons of carbon,
by using sustainably sourced mass timber. In addition to
timber, the project included a low-carbon mix design
saving 350 metric tons of carbon. 

Design choices not only influenced costs associated with
building but also introduced operational benefits. Biophilic
design using wood provides occupants of the buildings the
feeling that they are in nature. New building codes in
California will allow for mass timber structures to be up to 18
stories tall, so with the benefits to cost, time, and the
environment that mass timber provides, the future of mass
timber is bright.  

Read more about the case study here!

"With its triangular shape and glass curtain wall
facade, 1 De Haro is a notable new addition to

San Francisco’s Design District."
- Matt Hickman

 
 

 
 © David Wakely

 
California's first multi-story full mass timber building
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Renewable Energy in Manufacturing
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Los Angeles has set ambitious goals to transition
to renewable energy, creating initiatives that set
specific goals and create frameworks for moving
away from fossil fuels. LA100 is Los Angeles' goal
to reach 100% renewable energy by 2045. LA has
worked with the Department of Water and Power
and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) to transition LA’s power grid away from
fossil fuels. To meet this goal, the manufacturing
sector needs to make significant changes
regarding energy generation. These changes are
already underway, utilizing diverse sources to
create renewable energy. Below is a graph of the
different renewable energy sources and the
percentage of renewable use by industry sectors.

Across the manufacturing sector, electrification will see low-carbon technologies replace currently carbon-
intensive systems. Significant emissions reduction in manufacturing can be achieved when carbon-free
electricity powers systems such as high-temperature heat pumps, boilers, and furnaces.   While certain solutions
are still being developed, a McKinsey and Company analysis found that nearly half of all industrial fuel used for
energy could be replaced with electricity using commercially available technology today.  Today, most
renewable energy has undercut the cheapest fossil fuels in cost.   As renewable energy becomes more prevalent,
the cost of renewable energy will continue to decrease.

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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Responsible Sourcing

By prioritizing materials and technologies with intrinsically low carbon footprints, corporate sustainability
executives can impact the reduction of embodied carbon in their portfolios while boosting their ESG
performance. While the definition of ‘local sourcing’ can vary between contexts, LEED BD+C: New Construction
v4.1 incentivizes project teams to source materials and products from multiple manufacturers within 100 miles
of the site to maximize credit achievement.   Materials supply issues remain a key concern in 2022 due to high
demand across sectors, but by prioritizing local sources, project leads can play a role in increasing the
capacity of local manufacturing while cutting down on riskier procurement strategies that rely on
unpredictable supply chains. 

implementing net-zero practices for new buildings or retrofits, including electricity generation, electric
equipment, and management;
using load flexibility low-emission devices such as EV chargers and batteries to improve energy efficiency
and minimize consumption;
and utilizing low-carbon materials during the construction process.

For consumers to best take advantage of the supply chain, numerous locally company-wide procurement
practices can give guidance to other companies toward wiser local sourcing. Possible actions can be:

 
As a good example, Sonoma Clean Power is retrofitting an existing structure into its energy-efficient
headquarters in Santa Rosa, CA to align with its goals for fighting against the climate crisis.   The building was
first designed with basic energy efficiency measurements like daylight access and thermal controls to
minimize the building's electricity demand. It also implemented a microgrid controller that enables real-time
load shifting in response to light, temperature, EV charger, hot water, and energy storage emission signals. In
the meantime, the system outputs energy data for optimizing emission reductions.
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The Urban Manufacturing Alliance promotes equitable local manufacturing in cities across the country and has
published a set of toolkits and policy reports. The Center for a Competitive Workforce also released a 2020
report on manufacturing in Los Angeles that provides more resources and insights on the future of local
workforce development across industry sectors, including durable goods and building materials. The Regional
Alliance Marketplace for Procurement (RAMP) is an online portal launched in 2022 by Mayor Eric Garcetti and
the Los Angeles Business Council (LABC) that provides equitable opportunities for local small businesses to find
public and private procurement opportunities in the region. To complement RAMP, Compete4LA is a database
of 31,000 small businesses assembled by LABC and USC’s Equity Research Institute. In addition, LA Sanitation’s
LA Green Business Program provides a map of active certified green businesses that meet environmental
standards established by the California Green Business Network (CAGBN).
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Local sourcing of low-carbon materials and manufacturing reduces costs
and carbon emissions associated with transportation. The following link is an
ongoing spreadsheet containing information about companies that supply
low-carbon materials and provide sustainable construction services. 

In 2021 and 2022, construction companies are paying to maintain sufficient inventories for new orders and
unfilled orders, especially under the inflation adjustment that followed COVID-19.   Regarding vendors, efforts
can also be made to reduce dependence on lengthy supply chains prone to delays and cost fluctuations.
Vendor-managed inventory (VMI) supply chain is a strategy in which the vendor or supplier is responsible for
managing and optimizing inventory held by the consumer.   According to research, it would be affected less by
market fluctuation and order rate variance than the traditional supply chain where material suppliers,
production facilities, distribution services, and customers each being responsible for their own parts.
Furthermore, keeping good relationships and in-time accurate communication with consumers can prevent
misunderstanding and time-wasting in the process.

Responsible Sourcing
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Responsible Sourcing
Spreadsheet
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Construction Stage

Owners can work with construction management professionals to both target and incentivize embodied
carbon reduction on job sites to help meet net-zero goals. Resources such as the Sustainable Construction
Leaders’                                                            and findings from the Associated General Contractors of America
Climate Change Task Force define best practices for the industry. 
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Setting anti-idling policies to reduce fuel consumption while boosting local air quality;

Encouraging the use of equipment with Tier 4 Final engines instead of higher emitting models;

Ensuring efficient power, heating, and cooling for job site trailers and temporary facilities on site. For
example, for Santa Monica City Hall East, Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction purchased a mobile solar panel
and used completely off-grid trailers. Pepper Construction out of the Midwest designed and built a custom
Net Zero Trailer.

Using construction methods that allow disassembly and facilitate reuse of materials;

Recycling construction debris and incorporating recycled materials into new construction;

Implementing sustainable office and job site trailer practices, including setting policies for green cleaning,
purchasing, waste management, and office operations; and

Tracking all associated Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions, including those of subcontractors and employees.

There are some key operational strategies that contractors can implement to reduce embodied carbon
which can also be measured for the purposes of portfolio-level ESG reporting, including:
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Equipment selection is vital to reducing embodied carbon in the construction stage of a project. Traditional
construction machinery produces a great amount of particulate matter that can cause severe health hazards
and contribute significantly to GHG emissions. Using electric grid power safely instead of on-site diesel
generators can be a low-cost solution to these problems.  According to researchers at Mineta Transportation
Institute, GHG emissions from excavation are 59% lower on average when using battery-electric instead of
diesel excavators, depending on the local green electricity level.    Electrifying light-duty equipment (under 50
horsepower) can be an important first step in transitioning to an efficient, low-carbon construction site. For
example, Turner Construction is working on multiple pilots to turn diesel equipment, like light towers, boom lifts,
and small golf carts going around the site into hybrid or electric equipment.   Larger equipment, like cranes,
excavators, and cement mixers are more difficult to electrify due to power, performance, and cost constraints,
but should be prioritized in the future by contractors and manufacturers when possible.

Electrified construction creates a need for efficient power management, as power may not be available at
construction sites for safety reasons. Developers can use policies and specific coordination of job activities to
extend availability of on-site power and should consider power sources like hydrogen-powered fuel cells.
USGBC-LA is collaborating with local leaders in real estate and construction to form a coalition aimed at
promoting use of electrified construction equipment throughout the region.   The Electrified Construction
Coalition will raise awareness of and promote access to electrified solutions, ultimately reducing GHG
emissions and costs associated with construction.
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Construction Stage
Electrified Construction

Electrified construction equipment has the potential to:
Reduce construction site-related greenhouse gas emissions
Reduce operating and maintenance costs
Reduce air pollution while improving air quality for workers and residents
Reduce noise pollution for workers and residents
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We are seeking partners to demonstrate
local potential by providing access to
discounted or rental equipment as well as
pilot construction sites, charging
infrastructure, and more to support
electrified construction in SoCal. We will
actively bring together partners, help
develop pilot projects, and promote
available equipment to demonstrate:

Our Coalition Partners Include: The USGBC-LA Construction Committee, 
the City of LA, the LA Department of Water and Power, 

Southern California Edison, Hathaway Dinwiddie 
Construction, Suffolk Construction, Lendlease, 

Howard Building Corporation, BNBuilders, 
CalPortland, and more.

Modular, renewable energy-based power systems are one solution that can enable carbon-free construction.
Companies like BayWa.re have developed modular solutions to on-site power needs for construction projects,
creating batteries and power solutions that are capable of performing equally well in the face of a variety of climates
and power needs. BayWa.re has created ready-to-install outdoor solar-powered cabinets that generate a peak
power of 90 kVA, multiple charging options, and a capacity of 90 kWh, and they boast that their implementation can
offset 400 liters of diesel and one ton of CO2 emissions each week at the average site.   Implementation and further
development of tools like this will be crucial contributors to decarbonizing construction.

Construction Stage
Electrified Construction

Heavy Duty Equipment

Cement Mixers, Loaders, Backhoes, Dumpers, Lifts

Cranes, Excavators, Rollers, Drilling Rigs

Medium Duty Equipment

Light Duty Equipment

Charging Infrastructure
Forklifts, Lighting, Generators, Rammers, Tools

Renewables, Energy Storage, Charging
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http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA
https://us.baywa-re.com/en/
https://us.baywa-re.com/en/
https://usgbc-la.org/
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CONCLUSION

Embracing an approach to reducing embodied carbon is ultimately the strongest way to reduce construction-
related greenhouse gas emissions. An extensive understanding of the true environmental impact, from the
product-level to the life cycle of whole buildings, empowers builders to make decisions regarding material
selection, material sourcing, design, and operations that will reduce emissions in a way that isn’t solely
focused on operational carbon emissions. Looking beyond the carbon demand of operations allows for a
deeper understanding of the impact of construction, and furthermore, encourages efficiency in design that
could ultimately reduce costs as well. 

In California, Buy Clean procurement policies guide publicly funded projects to reduce embodied carbon
through regulating materials. Organizations like the Carbon Leadership Forum (CLF) advocate for expansions
of these sorts of policy frameworks, as there is still much ground to cover regarding the currently limited extent
of materials regulated. Because city, state, national, and international policies are currently limited in scope,
individual companies adopting policies and practices aimed at reducing embodied carbon will be crucial in
making progress on embodied emissions reduction. 

A reduction of embodied carbon can be achieved through a variety of decisions throughout the design and
construction process, however, these decisions primarily consist of low-impact material selection (along with
local sourcing of materials), accurate measurement of embodied carbon to ensure the impact of any
changes, and using sustainable practices throughout construction, including but not limited to the use of
electrified construction equipment, efficient power management, and implementation of policies that
encourage the most sustainable use of materials, equipment, and energy. Prioritizing reusable and recyclable
materials, materials high in recycled content, and designs which minimize the use of high-impact materials
are all important considerations in using circular design strategies to reduce embodied carbon. Being mindful
of embodied carbon throughout the design and construction processes, and making use of available tools to
accurately measure and reduce it, will lower the carbon footprint of new developments, reduce reliance on
high-impact raw materials, and has the potential to bring extensive financial benefits through reduced waste,
external incentives, and improved operational performance.

http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA


Los Angeles
Executive Directive No. 25 (2020)
- Los Angeles became the first CA
municipality to adopt Buy Clean
CA

Buy Clean CA (AB 262) (2017)

Buy Clean: eligible materials (AB
1369) (pending as of Aug. 2022)
- adds gypsum board, insulation,
carpet and carpet tiles, and
ceiling tiles, and removes mineral
wood board insulation

Marin County Low Carbon Concrete Code (2019)
- set GWP limits for concrete

San Francisco’s Climate Action Plan (2021)
- 40% reduction in embodied carbon by 2030

Adaptive Reuse Ordinance (1999)

C40’s Clean Construction Declaration (2020)

L.A.’s Green New Deal - Sustainable City pLAn (2019)

LA City Council Motion (2022)
- new residential and commercial buildings to be net zero
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APPENDIX A: EMBODIED CARBON POLICIES

 Local, State, Federal, and International

Table A. Key embodied carbon policies. Source: C40, CLF, Lewis et al. 2022, The Climate Center

Location Procurement Policies Other Policies

Regional

California

Key Embodied Carbon Policies

GHG of Cement Sector (SB 596) (2021)
- added goal of net zero cement sector by 2045 to Health and
Safety Code

Carbon Intensity of Construction and Building Materials Act
(AB 2446) (pending as of Aug. 2022)
- develops a framework for WBLCA with 80% net reduction of
carbon intensity by 2045 in new construction

-

http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA
https://www.lamayor.org/sites/g/files/wph1781/files/page/file/20200210ExecutiveDirective25.pdf
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB262
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB1369
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://sfenvironment.org/climateplan
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.c40.org/declarations/clean-construction-declaration/
https://plan.lamayor.org/sites/default/files/pLAn_2019_final.pdf
https://lacity.primegov.com/Portal/viewer?id=403826&type=2
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/Clean-Construction-Policy-Explorer?language=en_US#Policy-types
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/clf-policy-toolkit/#map
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/download/20651/
https://theclimatecenter.org/our-work/legislation/
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/alex-jackson/california-enacts-legislation-slash-cement-emissions
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://trackbill.com/bill/california-assembly-bill-2446-embodied-carbon-emissions-construction-materials/2229954/
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf


-

Executive Order 14057 (2021)
- net zero emissions by 2050, including federal procurement

GSA Green Building Advisory Committee Advice Letter (2021)
- recommends both material and whole-building life cycle approaches

Inflation Reduction Act of 2022
- includes green procurement provisions

Caltrans low-carbon cement standard (2022)
- approved use of low-carbon cement in state projects

Incorporation of both material procurement and WBLCA has been
proposed as a mid-code cycle update for CalGreen.
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APPENDIX A: EMBODIED CARBON POLICIES CONTINUED

 Local, State, Federal, and International
Table A. Key embodied carbon policies. Source: C40, CLF, Lewis et al. 2022, The Climate Center

Location Procurement Policies Other Policies

Federal

Key Embodied Carbon Policies

CLEAN Future Act of 2021 (not yet
passed)
- includes concrete

Low Embodied Concrete
Standard for all GSA Projects
(2022) 
- requires EPDs and sets limits on
concrete

California
Continued

International
Leading Examples

Climate Emergency – Bylaw and Policy Updates Applicable to New Buildings
(Vancouver, Canada)
- 90% GHG reduction in new multi-family and commercial buildings
- Appendix G: Effective 2023
- Appendix B: Effective 2025

RE2020 (France)
- progressively regulates total building emissions

Circular Economy Statements (London)
- requires building for circularity rather than waste

-

69 70

71

http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/12/13/2021-27114/catalyzing-clean-energy-industries-and-jobs-through-federal-sustainability
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.gsa.gov/cdnstatic/GBAC%20Decarb%20Advice%20Letter_APR-2022.pdf
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/08/15/by-the-numbers-the-inflation-reduction-act/
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://dot.ca.gov/news-releases/news-release-2022-003
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.dgs.ca.gov/BSC/CALGreen
https://www.ladbs.org/docs/default-source/publications/ordinances/adaptive-reuse-ordinance---l-a-downtown-incentive-areas.pdf
https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/Clean-Construction-Policy-Explorer?language=en_US#Policy-types
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/clf-policy-toolkit/#map
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/download/20651/
https://theclimatecenter.org/our-work/legislation/
https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/CFA%20Bill%20Text%202021.pdf
https://www.gsa.gov/cdnstatic/Low%20embodied%20carbon%20concrete%20SOW%20language%203-29-22_0.pdf
https://council.vancouver.ca/20220517/documents/R1a.pdf
https://council.vancouver.ca/20220517/documents/R1a.pdf
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.aereco.com/aereco/news/new-environmental-regulations-re2020-in-france/
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.london.gov.uk/publications/circular-economy-statement-guidance
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
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APPENDIX B: KEY INITIATIVES & ORGANIZATIONS

The New Buildings Institute works to improve the energy performance of commercial buildings by collaborating
with industry market players. 
The Sierra Club California’s Buy Clean Campaign lobbies local governments and the general public to adopt
clean procurement policies modeled after those already adopted at the state level.
The Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) comprises four regional member organizations,
including Southern California (SEAOSC) and Northern California (SEAONC).
The Low Carbon Initiative is a petition from the construction industry to the City of Malibu to adopt a low-carbon
concrete standard, similar to the requirements adopted in Marin County in 2019.
ClimateWorks’ Industry Program advocates for strengthening markets through clean procurement practices in
public construction projects.
Architecture 2030 is a non-profit research organization that organizes and connects the building industry to
meet net-zero climate goals by 2040. They have contributed to and provided embodied carbon resources such
as the                                                                                                                                    and the Carbon Smart Materials
Palette. 
The Structural Engineers 2050 Commitment Program (SE 2050) is dedicated to ensuring that all structural
engineers eliminate embodied carbon from their projects by 2050 and was initiated in response to the 

MEP 2040 is a similar initiative that challenges systems engineers to reach net zero operational carbon by 2030
and net-zero embodied carbon by 2040 announced by CLF in 2021 at COP26.
The Boston Society of Architects is one of the largest chapters of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), and
they published a set of resources after convening an embodied carbon in buildings conference in 2019.
The Owners Carbon Action Network (ownersCAN), an initiative of Building Transparency, is a group of
developers, users, and building managers committed to reducing the embodied carbon of their projects and has
released a draft version of an Embodied Carbon Action Plan (ECAP) to accelerate decarbonization. All SE2050
signatory firms have ECAPs, for example, DCI Engineers’ ECAP can be found here. The Materials Carbon Action
Network (materialsCAN) is a sister program made up of industry leaders dedicated to reducing the embodied
carbon of building materials by highlighting case studies and promoting the use of the EC3 tool.
Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) is also doing research on buildings and embodied carbon and outlines several
Low-Cost, High-Value Opportunities to Reduce Embodied Carbon in Buildings.

       CLF’s 2019 challenge.

City Policy Framework for Dramatically Reducing Embodied Carbon

http://www.usgbc-la.org/
http://www.facebook.com/USGBCLA
http://www.instagram.com/usgbcla/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/USGBCLA
https://newbuildings.org/
https://www.sierraclub.org/california/why-buy-clean
https://www.seaoc.org/
https://www.seaosc.org/
https://www.lowcarboninitiative.org/
https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/planning/sustainability/low-carbon-concrete/12172019-update/low-carbon-concrete-code.pdf?la=en
https://www.climateworks.org/programs/industry/
https://architecture2030.org/
https://materialspalette.org/
https://se2050.org/
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/mep-2040/
https://www.architects.org/
https://www.architects.org/embodied-carbon-in-buildings-conference/conference-resources
https://www.buildingtransparency.org/programs/ownerscan/
https://www.buildingtransparency.org/
https://www.buildingtransparency.org/programs/ownerscan/ecap/
https://se2050.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021_ECAP_DCI-Engineers.pdf
https://www.buildingtransparency.org/programs/materialscan/
https://rmi.org/
https://rmi.org/low-cost-high-value-opportunities-to-reduce-embodied-carbon-in-buildings/
https://carbonleadershipforum.org/a-front-seat-to-the-se-2050-challenge/
https://www.embodiedcarbonpolicies.com/
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